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» LASIK inventor honored by President Obama (Dr. Gholam Peyman, professor of optical sciences and engineering at the University of Arizona College of Medicine, Phoenix)

» After being kidnapped, the recovery ahead (Dr. Charles Raison, Associate Professor, UA College of Medicine Dept. of Psychiatry)

» Science Tuesday discussions: Dr. Stuart Hameroff on consciousness studies, Dr. Fernando Martinez on genomics and Dr. Charles Raison on nature therapy

» Saturday Breakfast with Hilary Harper (Dr. Kelly Reynolds, UA associate professor of public health at the University of Arizona)

» Just one sick person in the office means HALF of the communal surfaces are contaminated by lunchtime (Dr. Kelly Reynolds, UA associate professor of public health at the University of Arizona)

» Eyeball Express gets Vision Research Rolling (Dr. Brian McKay, UA Department of Ophthalmology researcher)

» Can Images Unlock the Mystery of a Healing Brain? (Dr. Stuart Hameroff, director of Consciousness Studies at the UA)